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Cross-train your brain!and all it takes is ten to quarter-hour a day for a complete workout.with
the right program, you will keep the human brain young, strong, agile, and adaptable. t target
just one area. Best of all, they’ Listed below are games to improve long-term memory and games
to flex functioning memory. And just like the most effective workout, you don’ Trivia Challenges
Specially Designed to Keep THE HUMAN BRAIN Young, offers 417 games that target six
important cognitive functions. Games for executive functioning, for attention to detail, for
multitasking, and for processing acceleration. This follow-up to the bestselling 399 Games,
Puzzles &re fun—this is the sort of exercise that you’ll want to do— Exercising the brain is like
working out the body— There are puzzles, trivia quizzes, visual difficulties, brainteasers, and word
games.
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I bought the first edition and loved it, it had different puzzles and trivia from . Bought this for my
elderly Aunt to greatly help her with her storage... Variety Was filled with variety, but very hard
My elderly mom LOVES this book! I cannot wait around until her third publication, hopefully this
year. Also, the book is quite challenging, as I returned time and time again to finish a puzzle, as I
could not think of the answer as I worked on a specific puzzle, and would think of the response
at a later date then get back to the book to solution.. She loves the variety of puzzles and trivia.
Hours of Fun for the Whole Family! Very fun, variety of puzzles. Plenty of challenging games and
puzzles Good Brain Fun This arrived promptly and has provided my sis and i with a lot of fun.
Today I'm sending them the initial 1 in the series. Love this book! My only criticism is that he's a
lot more math/logic oriented and this one has a lot of wordplay puzzles, but it's super fun! He
and my mom jokingly battle over who gets to do the next one.! Disappointed and here's why. It
was very challenging and Personally, i enjoyed every page!! The puzzles and challenges are
repetitive and a big portion (about 1 / 3) of this book is situated mainly on pop-culture trivia
which is not my thing, especially pop-culture trivia from the1950s-70s. She certainly loves it!'
That is bizarre. I would not advocate this book. Like the first book An absolute must have for
when the energy is out or television seriously isn't slicing it. I would recommend this to anyone
attempting to keep their mind active and sharpened. His doctor suggested that doing puzzles
can help his mind. But I thoroughly enjoy it. Hope Ms. Linde keeps putting out more. OK, Not
Great This book relies heavily on vocabulary type skills with few or no problems in logic. I like a
combination. Also, the memory assessments depend on your getting the base knowledge in the
first place. I'm not any sort of a sports enthusiast, for instance, so "remembering" the titles of
former athletes is not actually a memory test. Bought this for my dad who has been diagnosed
with early dementia.. I love that the name doesn't point out anything about dementia (I was
shocked at the number of books that do! Bought this for my father for Christmas;. For individuals
who don't find thinking an entertaining pass time, this book may not trim it for them. He adores
the book and has been operating through it.! Ordered him another duplicate. They said this is
much better than a few that they picked up at their regional bookstore. Yes You to brain ok Good
gift It was something special plus they enjoy it Love it!. you cannot go wrong with the first which
edition of Nancy Linde's books of brain game puzzles.. he has just been identified as having
early dementia... Additionally, what's with this on Page 34: 'Name 5 famous overweight people?!
Just like the first book, that is lots of fun. She lives in another condition, so I text message her
screenshots of a quiz page occasionally and we observe how many right answers each folks can
get ! The only thing that could make it better is usually to have a less bulky book. Maybe spiral
bound, uncertain if it’s obtainable already. It was a little hard for her to maneuver, but still
manageable. Love this series Wish there's more to come from this author/publisher. These
books are fun and will keep you on your toes. My Aunt loves this book.) Originally first got it as
something special for my dad who's retiring quickly but couldn't place it down once it emerged!
I’m thinking about obtaining one myself.!! Fun keeping our brains going!! Glad I bought this!.!! I
bought the first edition and cherished it, it got different puzzles and trivia from any additional
game book I have purchased. My mother said she thought it was neat enough that she wanted to
get a copy, too. Bought this reserve for my mom, who's 83.!. My boyfriend and his child love this
book!
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